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agents of social change: a Model for targeting and engaging generation Z  
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advertisements? K. Pounders and A. mabry-Flynn (University of Texas at Austin). P 426

Why older adults show Preference for rational over emotional advertising appeals:
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advice to use factual, rational appeals when targeting older adults versus their younger counterparts. P 441

Framing advertisements to elicit Positive emotions and attract Foster carers: 
an Investigation Into advertising effects on High-cognitive-elaboration donations
Appeals that trigger positive emotions, rather than negative emotions such as guilt, are more effective in 
advertisements about foster care. Processing motivation and preexisting attitudes play critical roles.  
m. randle, L. miller, and J. Stirling (University of Wollongong), with S. Dolnicar (University of Queensland). P 456
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macquarie Graduate School of 
management P 368
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l cross-Media and  

cross-channel Behaviors 
Between Products
Tracking 1,000 consumers’ 
activity across 17 channels.  
H. A. m. Voorveld, e. G. Smit,  
P. c. Neijens, and A. e. bronner, 
Amsterdam School of 
communication research P 385
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does It still Work?
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